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Foreword
* This report is intended for consumers who have a concern about environmental
conditions at home or work and are looking for help.

M

ost consumers don't know where to turn to
when they are confronted with the reality
of a contaminated work or home
environment.
Many will have been ill or otherwise been
experiencing the negative impacts of toxicity for
weeks months or years before they suspect that the
environment they work or live in has been
contaminated.
We live and work in mostly sealed buildings.
Windows are rarely opened, paints and cleaning
products off gas and the environmental bi-products
of living indoors tends to build indoors like a
charging battery.
The are options to living in bad environments and
ways that corrections, sometimes easily, can be
made to improve the quality of life indoors.
We at Volunteer Inspections and Volunteer Mold
and Indoor Air Quality have spent decades evaluating the causes and conditions in
buildings that have made folks ill.

Accept No Substitutes:
While there is no substitute for a professional inspection, it is wise to know the “why
wheres and how too’s” before you start shopping for an inspection company.
We have prepared this report, as a resource for consumers, to locate, interview and
hire a professional who will provide high value life changing services.
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“ Air Quality
indoors is
estimated to be 5 to
20 times worse then
exterior air.”
- US EPA Report 2012

We hope you find it useful and suggest that you visit our web site for lots of additional
information and subscribe to our Facebook Page for updates and other great offers.

The Author Bob Byrne,
General Manager of
Volunteer Inspections
with Dr. Dorris Rapp, MD
noted environmental
physician and pediatric
specialist.
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Behind the Scenes:
The Enviormental Inspections Industry is populated by a host of characters. In the
interest of clarity we will break them down into basic categories.

Rule #1= “If the only tool you own is a
hammer….everything looks like a nail”.
Translation: Companies will most always sell what makes them the most money as a
solution to your problem. Whether you need that or not is debatable.
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The Players:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Foundation Companies
Pest Control Companies
Air Filter and Gadget Sales
Heating and Air Conditioning Companies
State Agencies and Regulatory Groups
Independant Professional Inspectors

Each player has a purpose and niche and we at Volunteer Inspections come into
contact with all of them on a regular basis. The challenge, for a consumer, with a
problem at home or work is where to begin.
We will cover each of them and provide you with a roadmap on how to find a provider
who can provide the solutions you need, cost effectively to return the building to
good health.

Foundation Companies
These folks are in the business of repairing building foundations. Normally when
called they will dispatch a Sales “Engineer” to you're building to survey issues, write
a report and often write a proposal of correction on the spot. If your problem is a
cracked foundation it’s a good idea to talk to a few to get competitive view points and
pricing for repairs.
Warning- They are not Mold Experts and their expertise is typically limited to areas
below the ground. Often times, they will try to diagnose beyond their certifications, if
any. Many foundation companies have gotten into the “Encapsulation” business.
Some will attempt to sell you expensive systems “that will solve all of your problems.”
The truth is, the “solutions” they provide are regularly made without a full inspection
of you're building and testing.

Pest Control Companies
A great choice if you have bugs. But know that termites and many types of ants are
drawn to homes because of moisture issues. It is one thing to kill the bugs with
insecticides and poisons but quite another to correct the contributing problem of
moisture issues around and under the building. If you correct the problems you stop
attracting the bugs.
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Many Pest Control companies, in my market area, have gotten into the crawlspace
and basement encapsulation business in a big way. You may be told that, if you have
a basement or crawlspace, you need a pricy new system. Maybe you don't need the
system. With prices of systems running from $5,000.00 to $15,000.00 or more it
makes sense to get a third party opinion before you sign the contract. Right?
Warning- Remember Rule #1. The truth in the mold inspection business is that one
size solutions do not work. Volunteer Inspections has referred some of its clients to
local companies when it was determined that only a foundation system would correct
the building issues. However we have followed behind, many contractors that
prescribe expensive, unnecessary fixes and would not resolve the issues of the client.

Air Filter and Gadget Sales
Many companies market themselves as “Indoor Air Quality Experts.” In fact huge Multi
Level (MLM) marketing companies are selling millions of dollars of products to deal
with mold and contaminated air and water. Some have marginally trained inspectors
with a good pitch. Make no mistake….. they are sales people focused on selling you
their products.
Should every home have a good quality filter? Of course. The pitch is to tell you how
bad your building is and how their product can make everything good again.
Warning- Remember Rule #1? They are not, “Mold or Indoor Air Quality Experts,” and
their expertise is typically limited only to knowledge from their sales training.
Frequently they offer “FREE MOLD TESTING.” The sales people typically come armed
with swabs a flashlight a bunch of cool brochures. What they lack is expertise, tools,
training and a third party perspective. They have limited Building Science
backgrounds. If you don't buy from them the first visit they will likely move on to
another MLM next month.

Heating and Air Conditioning Companies
Ads for many Heating and Air Conditioning Contractors tout themselves as “Indoor Air
Quality Experts”. Their definition of an expert in this field is limited to the heating and
cooling components in the building. We have worked with many great contractors in
this field and frequently receive referrals from them for folks with biological or
microbial contamination issues. We refer our clients, on occasion to quality
contractors if needed.
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Warning- Over the years many contractors have tried to get into the indoor air quality
correction business and tout high end filtration systems and “Magic” light bulbs that
kill mold. Filters are important. Unfortunately many people buy high end systems
from these contractors that fail to deal with other significant conditions that are
impacting the building.

Government Agencies and Trade Associations
“We’re from the government and were here to help you.”
That gives me chills, how about you?
Some States and County governments have gotten into the regulation business for
indoor air quality practitioners. Licensing programs generate fees for agencies and
give bureaucracy a reason to exist. Some states requiring licensing to even call
yourself a Mold or Indoor Air Quality Inspector. Most states (including Tennessee)
have no such programs yet. If your state requires licensing ask the contractor for their
credentials.
Regulatory groups like M.I.C.R.O .and N.O.R.M.I. provide great training and require
members to adhere to Standards of Performance and a Code of Ethics. We
wholeheartedly endorse these standards and are members of a few such
organizations.

Warning- Just because someone has paid a fee to a clerk or joined an organization
does not mean that the inspector that arrives at your front door is qualified. Ask for
previous client references and check out reviews on line. Do your own research.

Independant Professional Inspectors
A truly independent inspector has nothing to sell you and no agenda other than
providing a thorough, professional inspection, performs testing and provides a report.
Our clients prefer to get honest and unbiased solutions to their problems that we
provide.
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An Indépendant Professional:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Has Insurance.
Has National Certifications in their field.
Has performed hundreds or thousands of building inspections.
Writes quality easy to read reports.
Has tools specialized for inspection and sampling.
Uses an Independent Lab to analyze collected samples.
Follows a Code of Conduct and Standards of Practice.
Will gladly provide references.
Answers their phone promptly.
Is accessible by Web Site and Email
Sells only their time and expertise.
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The Inspection Process
The typical process:
1.

On line research for your area or a referral from a friend or contractor.

2.

Review of Inspectors Qualifications

3.

Scheduling an Appointment

4.

On site arrival by the inspector

5.

Review of clients concerns and health questionnaire

6.

Tour of building with owner or representative

7.

Inspection of the building from top to bottom

8.

Recording of inspection notes and photos of concerns

9.

Sampling of air or surface areas (if necessary and recommended)

10. Delivery of sample(s) to independent laboratory for processing
11. Review of results
12. Preparation of a report to include findings and recommendations
13. Presentation of the written report to the client
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Fees and Costs of a Professional Inspection
“Good things aren't cheap and cheap things aren't good.” It’s true. It costs money to
run a professional inspection operation.
The information provided to the client must be accurate and high value. The client’s
health and well being is dependent on thoroughness and accuracy.
Every inspection is different and has its own unique characteristics. Prices vary based
on the age of the structure, distance of travel, square footage of the building,
methodology requirements and number of lab analysis of samples required.
A professional inspector will ask questions during the initial phone call about these
items and can quote a “ball park” fee prior to scheduling the job.
At Volunteer Inspections we don't like surprises and never want to surprise our clients
with extra fees. We are up front with our estimates and discuss the potential total fee
first.
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Summary
Volunteer Inspections and Volunteer Mold wrote the book on professional, client
centered Indoor Air Quality Inspection Services.
We are proud to have served thousands of residential and commercial property
owners with our services and look forward to serving you soon.
Contact us by text or phone at (865) 385 0170. Visit us at web site
www.volunteermold.com or our Facebook page facebook.com/volunteermold/
page for Blogs volunteermold.com/blog/ for more information.
Thanks and please share this information.
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